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Wallace Stevens's poem "Someone Puts a Pineapple
Together" contains his most complete figure on the workings
of the self's noetic cosmos, the figure being a system of
three planets, which accounts for the development of reason
from its first stages all the way to its highest in art.
This figure provides unusual insight into the most prominent
theoretical issues in his poetry:

the relationship between

reality, reason, and art; and the relationship between
subjectivity, intentionality, and externality.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Modern man finds himself an enigmatic ego, the subject
of his complex and persistently inexplicable experience, the
outer bounds of which are not always clear.

It is this

undivided noetic cosmos, the "spirit's universe" (CP 343) , 1
of which Wallace Stevens more than any other modern poet is
cartographer

succ~s

fou.

By "spirit" Stevens would not have

us to understand an immaterial, immortal part of man as
separable from the body.

Considering a passage from the

Phaedrus, Stevens calls belief in the soul a "rustic
memorial," and he clearly affirms:
exists" (NA 4).

"the soul no longer

This is not the result of a realistic or

atheistic bias, for the body also is, in some measure,
suspect--as is the nature or existence of an external world.
In his most guarded of moments Stevens speaks of "A world in
which nothing but the self remains, if that remains" (171).
So the self is at minimum an intentional self that gives
life to its objects, even if no other claims can be made
about externality.

"We live in the mind" (140).

This

intentional posturing of the mind is such that the "world
about us would be desolate except for the world within us"
(169).

It is this noetic domain that Stevens is interested

in mapping.

The single poem, "Someone Puts a Pineapple
1
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Together," generally overlooked by the critics, is Stevens's
consummate guide to the noetic domain, not merely an
incidental cosmography, but a fundamental cosmology as well.
The poem is at the very center of Stevens's thought.

Here

reason, sense, imagination, art, and reality all find their
proper place in Stevens's mind.
The poem in its narrowest terms is about someone in the
act of perceiving a pineapple on a table.
poem is an experiment in reason.

First of all, the

As Santayana says, the

first and irreversible achievement of human reason is the
knowledge of natural objects.
experiment in art.

The poem also is an

As such the very process of composition

in art is carefully replicated and analyzed in the poem.
Working both experiments together, Stevens tests the thesis
that composition in nature and composition in art are one.
Further, the poem explores the relationship of reason and
art to reality.

Along the way, the poem teases out of some

of the subtle problems of subject and object; and as it
probes the similarities and possible identities of the two,
as it treats of subjectivity and externality, it does much
more.

The poem, however, does not treat its subject matter

in a discursive manner only.

For as the poem itself is

composition, as it is a putting together of reason and art,
as an intentional existence of its own is created, the poem
at the same time is its subject matter.

The poem is thus an
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involved Gedankenexperiment into the nature of reason, art,
reality, subjectivity, intentionality, and externality.
In the poem the act of someone's perceiving a pineapple
on a table is modelled in a system of three planets:
sun, the moon, and man and his endless effigies.

the

These

planets are said to revolve around the thing on the table
that the someone sees.

These three planets turn out to be

sense, reason, and imagination. The tripartite planetary
system is further elucidated and then is reduplicated in the
poem in a swarming series of curious analogues.

The

proliferation is so complete that the poem itself seems a
buzzing sort of universe.

But collateral substantiation is

not the only relationship these analogues bear to the
original planetary system:

for of deeper interest is that

the analogues are in some final sense all part of the same
thing.

Chapter II

THE POEM

Introduction to the Poem
It is a perplexity that in the present state of the
criticism "Someone Puts a Pineapple Together" has almost no
place.

What references to it one does find generally tend

to treat it in a disappointing and cursory fashion.

When a

poet who is increasingly being singled out in this twentieth
century for his high art holds up a certain poem as one of
his great achievements, one would think that more critical
attention would be given to it.2
Stevens highly esteemed the poem both early in his
career and at the end of his life.

Of the former, Bloom

observes that the poem's "first text in Stevens goes back to
Sunday Morning in 1915.

Stevens said of Canto V that ' i t is

one of the things in the book that I like most'" (194).

And

of Stevens's own valuation of the poem at the end of his
life J. Hillis Miller writes:
That Stevens prized the poem is suggested by a
reference to it in a poignant poem written at the end
of his life and called "As You Leave the Room'' (OP,
116, 117).
There he lists "that poem about the
pineapple" as proof that he has participated in life.
The poem is "not what skeletons think about."
Skeletons are those who are cut off from reality.
"Aristotle is a skeleton" (OP, 168). .
(Miller
242) .

4
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"As You Leave the Room" was written by Stevens in the year
of death as a retrospect.

Therefore, both early in his

career and at the end of his life Stevens singled out the
present poem as confirmation of the significance of his art
and life.
Stevens gave a public reading of the poem at Harvard,
and shortly thereafter it was published along with two other
pieces that were also delivered at Harvard.

The three were

published together under the title Three Academic Pieces.
Stevens thus regarded the present poem as an academic work.
And while the title of the book has enough weight of its own
to convince us, more weight is in the poem itself.

The poem

is more strictly theoretical than most of the rest of the
poetry.

The importance of the poem as theory, and as

theoryjart, is that when Stevens is writing at his best he
is writing poetry.

The poem therefore is an important place

to turn as resource for the thorny theoretical problems in
Stevens, especially in view of the unresolved state of the
criticism.
The approach of this study, as much as possible, will
be both particular and universal.

It will move from the

details of the poem and the central figure contained therein
through the Stevens corpus generally--both the poems and the
\

.

essays--to attain to a greater theoret1cal understanding of
Stevens.

This study, then, seeking to ground itself

sufficiently in particulars, will look something like
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traditional or formalist criticism, but will pass on to
something like what Harold Bloom calls "higher
consciousness" criticism, in order to arrive at a
substantiated and coherent theoretical architectonic, if one
is possible at all, to see how successful Stevens is with
the framework he creates and operates in.

The study is

theoretical from beginning to end.

The Situation of the Poem
The poem itself is theoretical from beginning to end,
as Stevens intended.

Stevens's central figure in the poem

is the three-planet system, the movements of which reflect
the patterns of sense, reason, and imagination.

The

situation in the poem that occasions this sighting of the
planets is, at the simplest level, rather mundane.

At its

most basic level the poem is about someone in the act of
perceiving a pineapple on a table.
table that he sees. . .

"It is something on a

"

Here at this basic level of the poem's situation its
significance deconstructs.

The imagists, Williams

especially, might consider a pineapple on a table.

Even the

early Stevens (perhaps as an exercise?) wrote a masterful
poetic still life in "A Study of Two Pears."

In the present

poem Stevens does something quite different.

He takes a

step back and considers the subject in the act of perceiving
an object on a table.

Experience is divided into subject
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and object, and both are submitted to an analysis of some
remoteness.

Not merely a study of object, nor even of

subject and object, the present poem considers the subject's
and object's preconditions.

Still life gives way to the

scenario that makes a still life possible.
The scenario, in the penstrokes of Stevens, is both
philosophic and aesthetic.

Philosophically, the treatment

tests the situation for its advance on reality.

As such the

treatment not only exhibits a cognizance of the history of
thought but offers a significant and unique statement of its
own for that history.

Aesthetically, the treatment of the

situation tests the processes of composition in art and
composition in nature and examines the point of convergence
between art and reality.
Stevens's philosophic treatment of the situation of the
poem is most clearly seen in a consideration of Santayana.
The connection between Santayana and Stevens is well
established.3

And though studies of influence on Stevens

tend to be rather sweeping, a thorough consideration of the
present poem yields a startling number of connections (we
will not speak of influence) in the finer details as well as
in the overall scheme.
Unlike the standard studies of Santayana's influence on
Stevens, this study will not turn first to Santayana's
aesthetic theories nor to his discussion of the imagination.
Since Stevens's poem deals first with the concatenations of
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the understanding and then goes on to deal with the
imagination, it is appropriate to turn first to Santayana's
epistemology.

In the present poem Stevens delineates the

factors operative in the mind's process of putting together
an understanding of a natural object.

Later in the poem

does Stevens discusses the role of the imagination in the
process of understanding the object.

Reason in Common

Sense, the first volume of Santayana's great work The Life
of Reason, traces the development of reason from its
rudimentary principles all the way to its highest operations
in art.

At the earliest stages of reason, according to

Santayana, is the discovery of natural objects.
Frederick Olafson comments:

As

"In Reason in Common Sense, t he

discovery of natural objects is described as the first and
irreversible achievement of human reason operating upon the
materials of sense experience" (Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
7, 284).

This "first and irreversible achievement of human

reason" is precisely where Stevens begins his inquiry in the
poem.

The discovery of the natural object on the table, the

pineapple, starts at a point prior to any constructions of
artifice or presuppositions of reason.
vicinity of mere appearance:
that he sees."

It starts in the

"It is something on a table

Stevens begins the inquiry from this point

prior and makes the progression to the acknowledgment of the
natural object, the external existence of which, as yet, he
is uncommitted.

Stevens is performing an experiment of
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reason, and he begins that experiment at this first stage of
reason.
Stevens is also performing an experiment in art.

In

his essay "The Relations between Poetry and Painting" he
discusses Leo Stein's book Appreciation.

Stein's center is

painting, as Stevens tells us, and his point of view is
important for one, like Stevens, whose center is poetry.
For Stevens, "Poetry and painting alike create through
composition" (NA 163).

When Stein was a child he became

aware that composition in nature and composition in art are
one.

This insight eventually led Stein to perform the

following experiment:
I put on the table .
. an earthenware plate .
. a nd
this I looked at every day for minutes or for hours.
I
had in mind to see it as a picture, and waited for it
to become one.
In time it did. The change carne
suddenly when the plate as an inventorial object.
.a
certain shape, certain colors applied to it.
.went
over into a composition to which all these elements
were merely contributory. The painted composition on
the plate ceased to be on it but became a part of a
larger composition which was the plate as a whole.
I
had made a beginning to see pictorially.
(NA 162)
From this, Stein formulates a definition of art:

"that it

is nature seen in the light of its significance.

"

The

experiment that Stein the painter performs is exactly the
same experiment that Stevens the poet performs in writing
his poem.

Again, "It is something on a table that he sees."

In writing the poem Stevens is experimenting with the
definition of art, and probes the relationship between art
and reality.

10

Stevens's experiment actually is a refinement of
Stein's experiment; Stevens takes the experiment in art to
its furthest extent.

One of the ways in which he

accomplishes this is to change the object of the experiment.
Whereas an earthenware plate is properly

understood as an

artifact, a pineapple is simply a natural object.

It is

precisely for this reason--that a pineapple is not something
that is normally thought of as man-made--that Stevens has
room to play with the notion of creation as it relates to
both art and knowledge.

To say that someone makes an

earthenware plate is not to say anything out of the
ordinary, but to say that someone makes a pineapple is
unusual.

Stevens, by making use of the pineapple as natural

object, is able to work with a number of subtle senses of
putting together, of making, of composition, and their
relationship to poetry and reality.

These issues are in

fact closely linked together for Stevens, as in a Giorgione
painting which fascinated him:

"Vasari said of Giorgione

that he painted nothing that he had not seen in nature.
This portrait is an instance of a real object that is at the
same time an imaginative object" (NA 152).

It is this

relationship between reality and art that Stevens's
aesthetic experiment seeks to perscrutate.
The experiment in reason and art proceeds further.
The best background to this stage of the experiment, before
we approach the poem itself, is again found in Santayana.
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For as important as the first stage of reason is, with its
many theoretical pitfalls, there are stages that follow.
"In vain, then, will a philosophy of intellectual abstention
limit so Platonic a term as reality to the immediate aspect
of existence" (Reason in Common Sense 79).

So it is not

enough to have a knowledge of physical objects in sensation
only.

"To catch the passing phenomenon in all its novelty

and idiosyncrasy is a work of artifice and curiosity" (75).
The workings of the imagination are thus a means of
attaining to a deeper understanding of reality.

Of

particular interest to the Stevens scholar is Santayana's
statement that individual physical objects are "the primary
fictions on which convention itself must rest.

Individual

physical objects must be discovered before abstractions can
be made from their conceived nature . . . " (162, emphasis
supplied) .

The discovery of physical objects for Santayana

is a primary fiction.

And from the knowledge of physical

objects comes the material for the imagination, which
performs its own operations on the object.

"Fancy can build

no hope which would not be expressible there (in the natural
world]" (64).
appearance.

The mind creates its primary fictions from
Then the mind, according to Santayana, takes

its primary fictions to create its higher fictions.

These

higher fictions are the creation of the imagination.
Santayana explains that there is a middling stage
between the discovery of the object in sensation and the
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additional discoveries of the object in imagination.

He

speaks of "this hybrid object," that it is "sensuous in its
materials and ideal in its locus" (82}.

The locus of the

object as assigned by the mind is that intervening step.
The mind can see the object as a denizen of an external
world, it can consider its locus to be in the ideal, or
perhaps it can even consider its locus in some other way.
But as the mind conceives of the object as object it assigns
some locus to it.

This is the function of the understanding

as it works with the materials of sensation.
As we shall see, these stages of reason in Santayana
are close to the theoretical structure that Stevens is
figuring in this poem.

By this I do not mean to say that

Stevens simply restated Santayana's theory.
strong mind.

Stevens was a

An admirer of Santayana and others who went

before him, Stevens nevertheless decidedly goes in his own
direction.

As Stevens himself says, the imagination/reality

complex is something that occupies other theorists too, but
the result for Stevens is unique and fascinating.

Subject and Object and Beyond
We now turn to the poem and its first ten lines.
"Someone Puts a Pineapple Together" again, in its basic
significance, is about a subject in the act of constructing
an understanding of an object in experience.
opening:

Here is the
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0 juventes, 0 filii, he contemplates
A wholly artificial nature, in which
The profusion of metaphor has been increased.
It is something on a table that he sees,
The root of a form, as of this fruit, a fund,
The angel at the centre of this rind,
This husk of Cuba, tufted emerald,
Himself, may be, the irreducible X
At the bottom of imagined artifice,
Its inhabitant and elect expositor.
Stevens first addresses his audience as students, in
keeping with the academic character of the piece.
is paideia.

Stevens starts right in:

This poem

that which the

someone contemplates is "A wholly artificial nature,''

that

is, wholly is a thing of artifice, whatever that thing may
be.

And as one has noticed, the pineapple of the title

appears once in the title and then is not specified again
until the middle of the second section of the poem.

The

object of experience in question is sufficiently unspecified
from the beginning so as to be little more than just an
object of experience.

The movement is from object

theoretically conceived to object experientially realized.
The object is "something on a table that he sees . . . . "
The object's realization is effected through "a fund,"
containing among other things "The profusion of metaphor."
Somewhere in this stirring center is enough inherence that
the object remains object and is given a name--it is called
"this fruit."

As a part of the process of designation the

mind searches for at least some beginnings of essence; and
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so present with the object at this point is "The root of a
form.

. .

"

That brings us to the question of what the object is,
what it is precisely that lies "At the bottom of imagined
artifice . . . . "

What lies at the bottom is something that

cannot be explained in terms of a more fundamental reality,
it is fundamental reality itself, and is called the
"irreducible X," an allusion to Kant's noumena.

This is a

metaphysical concern in Stevens, whether he is able to come
to some point of resolution of it or not.

Syntactically the

''irreducible X" may be either some form of the object or it
may be the subject himself:

"This husk of Cuba, tufted

emerald, 1 Himself, may be, the irreducible X.

.

"

Stevens is looking at the possibility of object collapsing
into subject.

Even the imagery begins to betray the rigid

subject/object distinction.

Certainly the analysis starts

with subject and object, but the imagery betrays that
distinction.

In the phrase "This husk of Cuba, tufted

emerald, 1 Himself" each appellation may refer equally well
to either the subject or the object.
The question, Why did Stevens choose the pineapple? is
a good question for any analysis of this poem.
is basic to the very design of the poem.

Its choice

The possible

reason that the pineapple is the perfect aesthetic form 4
accords well with the fact that Stevens is performing an
aethetic experiment.

But as natural object, the pineapple
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in an odd way bears a resemblance to the human head.

If you

picture a head contemplating a held pineapple, that
resemblance by means of conceptualization seems even more
striking.

This suggestion would not be worth entertaining

were it not the case that the text does indeed bear out this
resemblance.

The two resemble each other, there is

therefore ambiguity between the two; ambiguity between the
someone and the something, the perceiver and the perceived,
and between the subject and the object.

Every study of

Stevens fails at this point, not only to see the tentative
nature of the external world in Stevens, but also to see the
tentative nature of the subject/object distinction itself.
Stevens is pushing beyond subject and object to something
more basic and more central.

What, then, we ask is this

"angel at the centre of this rind"?

The Three-Planet Figure
It is as if there were three planets: the sun,
The moon and the imagination, or, say,
Day night and man and his endless effigies.
If he sees an object on a table, much like
A jar of the shoots of an infant country, green
And bright, or like a venerable urn,
Which, from the ash within it, fortifies
A green that is the ash of what green is,
He sees it in this tangent of himself.
And in this tangent it becomes a thing
Of weight, on which the weightless rests:

from which

The ephemeras of the tangent swarm, the chance
Concourse of planetary originals,
Yet, as it seems, of human residence.
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''It is as if there were these three planets":

Stevens

models the former passage in which the subject constructs
its object in these three planets.

This is the figure of

the three-part planetary system and is the central figure of
the poem.

Every other part of the poem finds its place

somewhere in the movements of these three planets.

The

three-planet figure is in fact the complete paradigm for all
the dense complexities of the poem and for the knowledge of
the object's reality that the poem revolves around.

And

besides the other tripartite systems in the poem, the form
of the poem itself is tripartite, with its three sections of
multiple tercets and its publication in Three Academic
Pieces.
Stevens decreates subject and object.

Which is to say,

Stevens explains the scene in which someone is perceiving a
pineapple on the table in terms of something more
fundamental, namely, the three planets he is about to
elucidate.
Stevens:

Decreation is an important mode of analysis for
"Modern reality is a reality of decreation, in

which our revelations are . . . the precious portents of our
own powers" (NA 175).

In an earlier section of this study

the experiments of reason and art were outlined.

These

experiments test the creative processes of reason and art.
The decreative analysis for Stevens moves from the final
product of creation back to the elements that gave rise to
it.

The experiments of art and reason thus seek to
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understand the creative process.

Decreation tries to work

that process back to its point of origination.

Stevens will

work back and forth between creation and decreation.
The planets are "the sun, 1 The moon and the
imagination."

An additional description is given

immediately following:
effigies."

"Day, night, and man and his endless

This parallel structure is carried throughout

the poem; the triads reduplicate, stand by themselves, serve
as analogies of each other, and together effect a single
trope.

Thus the sun provides the daytime, and in the next

section of the poem the sun's daytime illuminations are said
to be "the truest light of the truest sun."
moon is associated with the night:

Likewise the

the moon's shining "is

the intelligence of our sleep," the next section tells us.
Later in the poem there is mention of a "shaft 1 Of that
third planet."

The third planet, imagination, is explained

in terms of man and his endless effigies.

~ts

shafts of

light, we are told later, are the "small luxuriations that
portend 1 Universal delusions of universal grandeurs."
Another triad has been picked up along the way:

light,

sleep's darkness, and the luxuriations of the imagination.
The sun as the first planet revolving around the object
is sight's brute rendition of the object.

"The eye does not

beget in resemblance.

Prior to the

It sees"

(NA 76).

resemblance of metaphor and prior to the workings of the
understanding, the sun is the sense experience of the
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object.

This brute experience of the object in sense,

figured in this way, is remarkably like Santayana's
statement that
A sensation needs to be violent, like the sun's
blinding light, to arrest attention, and keep it taut,
as it were, long enough for the system to acquire a
respectful attitude, and grow predisposed to resume it
(Reason in Common Sense 71).
Whether the similarity is accident, influence, or allusion
is not important here.

The figure of the sun for sense

experience works well on its own and works especially well
as part of the universe Stevens is charting out.

This, to

be sure, is not the first time Stevens uses the figure of
the sun.

It is used constantly and indeed is integral to

his poetry.

The broader overtones of the figure are not

dissonant with the meaning here, nor are they absent.

"The

truest light of the truest sun" in this poem is, however, a
reference primarily to the brute sense experience of the
object.
As opposed to the sun, the moon's "propagations are
more erudite."

We read later that the radiations of this

second planet are the "precious scholia jotted down in the
dark" and "the intelligence of our sleep."

These scholia

are the nonsentient interpretations of the intellect.
Intellectual history, it turns out, is a triad too, a
beginning in objectivism, a move to subject/object-ism, and
finally a development into subjectivism.

In this poem,

reason and the ins and outs of its history require a section
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all its own, and will be taken up later.

For now let it

suffice to say that the second planet, the moon, as it
revolves around the object of knowledge, provides the
nonsentient interpretations of reason.
The third planet is the imagination.
is the source of metaphor.

The imagination

By use of the imagination man

makes the object of knowledge a "tangent of himself."

We

read in this passage of the poem that "The ephemeras of the
tangent swarm," and are of human origin.

Whether the object

on the table is like "A jar of the shoots of an infant
country, green 1 And bright," or whether the object is more
like "a venerable urn,

1

Which . . . fortifies a green that

is the ash of what green is," in either case the object is a
tangent of the life of the self.

More precisely the object

is said to be in the tangent of the self.

Imagination, the

third planet in the figure, makes its own circuit around the
object of knowledge.

The life of the self is recreated as

one or more effigies and proceeds from the self at one point
and down a line.

And as a line extending from this third

planet's circular orbit, the tangent is the place where the
object "becomes a thing 1 Of weight," and the place where
"the weightless [the self] rests."

Appositeness
He must say nothing of the fruit that is
Not true, nor think it, less. He must defy
The metaphor that murders metaphor.
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He seeks as image a second of the self,
Made subtle by truth's most jealous subtlety,
Like the true light of the truest sun, the true
Power in the waving of the wand of the moon,
Whose shining is the intelligence of our sleep.
He seeks an image certain as meaning is
To sound, sound's substance and executant,
The particular tingle in the proclamation
That makes it say the little thing it says,
Below the prerogative jumble. The fruit so seen
As a part of the nature that he contemplates
Is fertile with more than changes of the light
On the table or in the colors of the room.
Its propagations are more erudite,
Like precious scholia jotted down in the dark.
This section primarily treats the appositeness of
sense, reason, and imagination to the object of knowledge.
There is a tendency in art and even in reason to stray from
the object into unreality.

For Stevens the creativity of

the imagination, to take one instance, has value only as it
enhances reality.

"The imagination

of reality or none at all" (NA 7).

. has the strength
And if this is the case

with the imagination, a fortiori is it the case with sense
and reason:

"He must say nothing of the fruit that is

true, nor think it, less."

"the true light of the truest sun . .

1

Not

Each of the three planets has a

proper orbit and each has its proper emanations.

true

1

"

There is

There is "the

Power in the waving of the wand of the moon.

And by the statement that "He must defy

II

1 The metaphor that

murders metaphor" we gather that some metaphor strays from
the object, which in fact is the death of metaphor, but
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there is a metaphor which lives by its very appositeness to
its object.

The precise nature of this appositeness will be

considered next.
"He seeks as image a second of the self, I Made subtle
by truth's most jealous subtlety . .
statement.

"

This is a hard

The jealous subtlety of truth is appositeness;

but that jealousy comes from within, for the image sought is
a second of the self, and thus the matter of truth somehow
comes from within.

Appositeness, according to Stevens,

"raises the question of rightness, as if in the vast
association of ideas there existed for every object its
appointed objectification" (114).

He elaborates further:

It [appositeness) is primarily a discipline of
rightness. The poet is constantly concerned with two
theories. One relates to the imagination as a power
within him not so much to destroy reality as to put it
to his own uses. He comes to feel that his imagination
is not wholly his own but that it may be part of a much
larger, much more potent imagination. .
For this
reason, he pushes on and lives . . . on the verge of
consciousness. This often results in a poetry that is
marginal, subliminal.
The second theory relates to the imagination as a power
within him to have such insights into reality as will
make it possible for him to be sufficient as a poet in
the very center of consciousness. This results, or
should, in a central poetry.
(115.)
Appositeness therefore is the joining of broader
consciousness to the right images.

In fact, the object of

consciousness can be so suited to its image that "the object
and its image become inseparable'' (114).
An important aspect of appositeness, especially for a
-poet, is the rightness of sound.

"He seeks an image certain
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as meaning is II To sound.

.

the image to the right sound.

"

This is the pairing of

The right sound is "The

particular tingle in a proclamation
little thing it says . . . . 11

1 That makes it say the

And the pairing is so complete

that the sound of the word becomes not only the executant of
meaning but also the very substance of the meaning as well.
In the essay "The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words"
Stevens explains the importance of words.

"The deepening

need for words to express our thoughts and feelings
makes us listen to words .

.

. makes us search the

sound of them, for a finality, a perfection, an unalterable
vibration.

.

" (32).

For after all, "above everything

else, poetry is words; and
else, are, in poetry, sounds."

. words, above everything
In this section of the poem

is mentioned the fact that the apposite sound of words takes
place below "the prerogative jumble."

The "prerogative

jumble" is simply words as "the thoughts of men and women
ignorant of what it is they are thinking" (32).

The

apposite sound of words works below this phatic jumble and
can only be delivered by the acutest poetry.
This observation brings us to a point of transition.
Stevens traces the development thus far in order to move
into deeper issues.

"The fruit so seen" at this point is

"more than changes of the light II On the table or in the
colors of the room," more than mere sense experience.

He

backtracks and restates the effect of the first planet, the
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sun, on the object.

The fruit "As a part of the nature he

contemplates" is more fertile than just what appears in
sense experience, as fulgent and as important as that may
be.

The effect of that second planet, the moon, is taken up

at this point in the poem and treated in amazing detail.
Again, the moon's "propagations are more erudite, 1 Like
precious scholia jotted down in the dark."

As has been

said, the moon is reason's operations on the object of
experience.

And in order to treat the effects of reason in

experience properly, Stevens traces the history of reason.

Reason
For Stevens the history of reason is tripartite.

And

while it is a truism that any history of thought reveals
something about its author, in the case of Stevens this is
true in a very interesting way.

The three major divisions

or ages in the history of thought, which turn out to be
three fundamental ways of doing philosophy, are carefully
worked into this section of the poem.

Exactly how he works

his history in, and how it reveals his own theoretical
concerns, will be shown in what follows.

But first here are

the stanzas from this next section of the poem:
Did not the age that bore him bear him among
Its infiltrations? There had been an age
When a pineapple on the table was enough,
Without the forfeit scholar coming in,
Without his enlargings and pale arrondissements,
Without the furious roar in his capital.
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Green had, those days, its own implacable sting.
But now a habit of the truth had formed
To protect him in a privacy, in which
The scholar, captious, told him what he could
Of there, where the truth was not the respect of one,
But always of many things.
He had not to be told
Of the incredible subjects of poetry.
He was willing they should remain incredible.
Because the incredible, also, had its truth,
Its tuft of emerald that is real, for all
Its invitation to false metaphor.
The incredible gave him a purpose to believe.
At the beginning of this section Stevens speaks of "the
age that bore him," the "him" of course referring to the
subject "someone."

This age, as of yet undetermined,

continues its active influence; that is, it not only bore
him but it continues to bear him.
bears him "among

We read that the age

1 Its infiltrations."

Without receiving at

this point any information about what these infiltrations
may be, or any other information about this age, Stevens
introduces another age.

He says:

"There had been an age

When a pineapple on the table was enough."

1

This age from

somewhere in the past, for which we are told that a
pineapple on the table was enough, is interrupted and a
transition is made to yet another age.

Thus far the

sequence or even the number of ages that Stevens is
outlining is uncertain, let alone the identity or
significance of each.

The transition made to this other age

comes in these words:

"Without the forfeit scholar coming

· in . .

II

A pineapple on the table was not enough for this
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forfeit scholar, who carne with "his enlargings and pale
arrondissements," and with "the furious roar of his
capital."

Stevens then continues, "But now," indicating a

separate age from either of these other two ages spoken of
as prior:

"But now a habit of the truth had formed

1

To

protect him in a privacy, in which II The scholar, captious,
told him what he could 1 Of there . . . . "

To summarize so

far, we have the present age in the history of thought,
which is characterized by the captious scholar, and then we
have what looks like two past ages.

One of these two past

ages, the age when a pineapple on the table was enough, is
spoken of in the past perfect tense.

And the other past

age, characterized by the forfeit scholar, is a transition
from the age when a pineapple on the table is enough to
something else.

At this point, then, we see that Stevens is

talking about three stages in the history of thought, in
this order, with the last being the most recent, the
present, age:

The age when a pineapple on the table was

enough, the age of the forfeit scholar, and the age of the
captious scholar.
Let us turn to examine each age more closely.

We begin

the consideration of the first age by pulling together all
the information Stevens provides us with in the text.

This

age, as indicated, is the age for which a pineapple on the
table is enough.

Stevens also informs us that in the days

of the first age "Green had . . . its own implacable sting."
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Toward the end of this second section of the poem Stevens
uses the past perfect tense again, as he does with the
discussion on green, to clue us in to more information on
the first age.

As he does so he picks up a new subject, a

(The study of the uses of pronouns, by the way,

new "he."

is fascinating in this poem which so decidedly interests
itself in the close relations of subject and object.)
read:

We

"He had not to be told 1 Of the incredible subjects

1 He was willing they should remain incredible,

of poetry.

1 Because the incredible, also, had its truth . . . . "
then finally:

And

"The incredible gave him a purpose to

believe."
This is the same era that Stevens talks about in
"Auroras of Autumn."

Of that poem, J. Hillis Miller remarks

at the beginning of his great exposition on Stevens in The
Poets of Reality:
There was once a time when man lived in harmony with
his fellows and his surroundings. This harmony was a
unified culture, a single view of things.
(Miller 217)
At this time, we read further, "No one was aware of himself
as a separate mind."

Man hardly considered himself a

separate entity from nature.
harmony.

All of reality was an unbroken

This outlook we will call objectivism.

Man had

precisely the same status as any other part of nature.
we are given to understand, objects presented themselves
absolutely.

The elan of life was the elan of nature:

"Green had . . . its own implacable sting."

There was an

And,
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absolute immediacy of all objects.
consciousness of the object.
subject and object.

Consciousness was

There was no rift between

Indeed there was no room for, or even

need of, the subject.

The outlook was purely objective.

Elsewhere in Stevens we read: "Eve made air the mirror of
herself .

." (CP 383).

of the self qua self:

Consciousness of the self was not

Eve understood herself in the air,

her consciousness permeated nature as does the air, not as
demarcated into subject.

Consciousness of the self was as

much a part of nature, a part of the object, as air is a
part of nature.

Air is what separates objects in a way

similar to the way we think of space as separating objects.
In this sense air is what makes an object an object.

The

consciousness of Eve was the very consciousness of objects.
Another aspect of air is that it touches an object at all
points, that is, all points of its surface.
is absolute knowledge.

It is as complete a knowledge as it

is a knowledge of the surface.
something else.

So objectivism

It does not probe for

The pineapple on the table is enough.

pineapple on the table in this sense is absolute.

The

Yet that

does not rob the pineapple of its wonder; rather, I think,
it contributes to it.

For the man of this first age "had

not to be told 1 Of the incredible subjects of
poetry.

II

He was not caught in questionings and the

vicissitudes of epistemology.
kill wonder.

Doubt and uncertainty can

Not an unravelling, the object for him was a
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whole, and as a whole it was part of a larger harmony.
harmonious world had its own implacable sting.
was immediate and its wonder was immediate.
subjects of poetry were immediate.
to believe."

This

The world

The incredible

They "gave him a purpose

For the man of the first age poetic activity

was the spontaneous act of religious worship.

More about

poetic activity as an integral part of the noetic process
will be taken up later.

For now we need to move to the

second age of the history of reason.
The second age is characterized by "the forfeit
scholar."

He is the one who comes in with "his enlargings

and pale arrondissements," and with "the furious roar in his
capital."

The first thing that we notice about him is tha t

he is a scholar.

And remember, too, the third age is

characterized by a scholar:

he is the "scholar, captious . "

So whereas the second and third ages of human intellectual
history are characterized by some type of scholar, each of
which is different, in the first age primordial man assumes
a more natural outlook.

Even the predominant number of

intellectuals of the first age did not reach beyond
objectivism, nor even envisaged any other possiblities.
(And those who did were not responsible for a complete
cultural shift, so that the whole of civilization's outlook
was changed, as was the case with the forfeit scholar and
the captious scholar.)

The second and third stages are

arrived at through deeper intellectual reflection.

If not
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more serious, than certainly more fundamental reflection.
Because of this difference, the transition from the first
age to the second age is a more drastic one.
The scholar of the second age is the forfeit scholar.
He has given up the implacable sting of green, of the
immediacy of the object in a harmonious world.
a line between himself and the world.
separate self-conscious subject.
out "there."

He has drawn

He is now a self, a

The world is now somewhere

Miller points to the Stevens poem "Repetitions

of a Young Captain" for primary evidence of this fundamental
cognitive shift:5
A tempest cracked on the theatre. Quickly,
The wind beat in the roof and half the walls.
The ruin stood still in an external world.
(CP 306 . )
The poem calls this "the spectacle of a new reality."

The

forfeit scholar has introduced the distinction between
subject and object.
external world.

In doing so he has made the world an

And he finds that he himself exists as a

fundamentally different type of being, a separate and even
remote subject.

This complete differentiation is the

dualism of subject and object.
subjectjobject-ism.

We will call this outlook

It is interesting to note at this

juncture too that the word ''forfeit" is directly descended
from the Latin word "foris," which means "out of doors," or
"beyond."

In the subject/object distinction the object is

in a sense beyond, beyond the self, outside of the self.
longer is man at one with nature.

Nature is out of doors.

No
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Who is this forfeit scholar?

Is he one person whom

Stevens refers to, or is he merely a metonymy for the entire
age?

It turns out that Stevens is referring to Descartes,

who, according to Stevens, is the individual primarily
responsible for the major shift in western culture from
objectivism to subject/object-ism.

"The philosopher proves

that the philosopher exists," Stevens tells us (NA 56).

The

cogito, the thinking self, exists necessarily; this is the
one incontrovertible truth for Descartes.
first principle of all philosophy.
immediate, certain reality.

It is for him the

The thinking self is an

What previously had been the

immediacy of the world in objectivism gave way to the
immediacy of the self which acknowledges an external world
apart from the self in what we are calling subject/objectism.

Earlier we read that "Eve made air the mirror of

herself," as illustrative of the outlook of the first age.
In the same poem, in the line preceding this one, we read:
"Adam I

In Eden was the father of Descartes . . . . "

Descartes, the second landmark in the history of thought,
not only embodies the second age, he is primarily
responsible for ushering it in.
In the present poem Stevens tells us of the forfeit
scholar's "enlargings and pale arrondissements."

"His

enlargings" may be the comprehensiveness of Descartes's new
philosophy that purported to include every area of rational
inquiry, or at least the first principles belonging to every
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area.

"His enlargings" may be Descartes's idea of the self

as a soul with potentially infallible rational powers and
with a will whose limits of freedom cannot be conceived, so
that even Stevens with this same signification speaks of a
"sovereign ghost" (CP 27).

Or "his enlargings" may be the

encyclopedically wide range of Descartes's interests.

This

breadth of interests seems to be the forfeit scholar's
"furious roar in his capital."

Of all three possible

meanings, it is most likely that in a poem of this
sophistication Stevens is overlaying each one.
The "pale arrondissements" of the forfeit scholar are
even more interesting than his enlargings.

The word

"arrondissement" is French and its literal meaning is "a
circuit."

The verb form in French is "arrondir," which is

"to round," or "to make a thing round."

Interestingly

enough it also means "to extend or increase," in other
words, it also means "to enlarge."

Thus arrondissement, the

noun, is a rounding or a making round.

(This, by the way,

is not the first time that a student of Stevens has been
sent scuttling off to his French dictionary.)
is an important discovery:

Here, then,

a rounding (in the sense of

making something round, as in a planet's orbit), and a
rounding off (in the sense of an extension or enlargement,
let us say, of concepts of the understanding), are very
closely related for Stevens.

This relationship betters our

grasp on the ever present circle in Stevens's poetry.

The
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circle for Stevens is ,the act of the mind by which it orders
experience.

The circle serves as the central metaphor in

Stevens's poetry for the constructions of the understanding.
Note further in this connection that the
arrondissements are said to be pale.
the absence of color.

Pale or paleness is

We saw above, in the discussion on

the moon as figure for the understanding, that the
understanding performs its operations in the dark, that is,
the understanding has its own interpolations that it gives
to the lighted objects of sense experience, interpolations
that are independent of sense experience.

In a word,

therefore, the moon is the understanding and what it
understands are circles.
Stevens in our present poem finally speaks of the
forfeit scholar as having a "furious roar in his capital."
I believe that the sense of the word "capital" in this
phrase is as a stock, a supply, a fund; it also can refer to
the head, which would of course be the place where the fund
resides.

Again this is a reference to Descartes.

It was

Stevens who quoted from Leon Roth's exegesis of Descartes's
Discourse on Method the following passage:
It was the "rationalist" Voltaire who first called
attention to the "poetic" in Descartes. . . . To the
casual reader there is nothing more remarkable than the
careless richness of style.
It is full of similes
drawn not only from the arts, like architecture,
painting and the stage, but also from the familiar
scenes of ordinary and country life. . . .
(NA 55-56)
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Adding to the list, the quote mentions the last work of
Descartes, which includes the scientific analysis of the
"passions of the soul" and also a ballet he was writing for
the Queen of Sweden.

Descartes constantly drew from what

Stevens would call a rich poetic fund, which is a richness
of the self.
This vast fund notwithstanding (or more likely, because
of it), for Descartes and the age of subject/object-ism the
pineapple on the table is not enough.

As a matter of fact,

the very existence of the pineapple is initially doubted
until the thinking subject brings it back in.

What the

thinking self brings it back in as is the problem that will
perpetually plague subjectjobject-ism.
The third age is the age of the "scholar, captious."
The age is characterized by subtle and seemingly endless
argument.

Like objectivism and subject/object-ism before

it, it is a certain habit of the truth.

But it is a habit

of the truth such that "the truth was not the respect of
one, I But always of many things."
rises above any other.

No objective point of reference is

available to settle disagreements.
disagreements will be reached.
things.

Here no single view

And no end to

Truth is always of many

This habit of the truth "formed j

a privacy."

To protect him in

The third age is the age of subjectivism.

Stevens's view of the history of thought is not far
from Husserl's own view.

And in the history being outlined
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Metaphor
How thick this gobbet is with overlays,
The double fruit of boisterous epicures,
Like the same orange repeating on one tree
A single self.
Divest reality
Of its propriety. Admit the shaft
Of that third planet to the table and then:
1.
2.
3.

The hut stands by itself beneath the palms.
Out of their bottle the green genii come.
A vine has climbed the other side of the wall.

4.
5.
6.

The sea is spouting upward out of rocks.
The symbol of feasts and of oblivion . . .
White sky, pink sun, trees on a distant peak.

7.
8.
9.

These lozenges are nailed-up lattices.
The owl sits humped.
It has a hundred eyes.
The cocoanut and cockerel in one.

10.
11.
12.

This is how yesterday's volcano looks.
There is an island Palahude by name-An uncivil shape like a gigantic haw.

These casual exfoliations are
Of the tropic of resemblances, sprigs
Of Capricorn or as the sign demands,
Apposites, to the slightest edge, of the whole
Undescribed composition of the sugar-cone,
Shiftings of an inchoate crystal tableau,
The momentary footings of a climb
Up the pineapple, a table Alp and yet
An Alp, a purple Southern mountain bisqued
With the molten mixings of related things,
eat's taste possibly or possibly Danish lore,
The small luxuriations that portend
Universal delusions of universal grandeurs,
The slight incipiencies, of which the form,
At last, is the pineapple on the table or else
An object the sum of its complications, seen
And unseen.
Metaphor is the product of the imagination.

This poem

is probably known more as Stevens's experiment in metaphor
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here Husserl could probably best be considered the central
figure of the third age of thought.

Husserl wrote:

The whole course of philosophical development since
Descartes has been preparing the way for it--a science
covering a new field of experience, exclusively its
own, that of "Transcendental Subjectivity (Ideas 5).
Let me say at this point that subjectivism has many
versions.

Protagoras and Berkeley have both been called

sujectivists.

But Protagoras and Berkeley saw the existence

of an objective world as unquestionable, however unusual
their conception of that world--whatever a person perceives
is true--may be.

For modern subjectivism no external world

may be present at all; its being is deliberated over again
and again by the subject, and the result may be solipsism.
Besides Husserl, there can be no mistake that Stevens is
influenced by Nietzsche, Santayana, the aesthetician
Focillon, and Cassirer.

And while Stevens is drawing from a

tradition that is even wider than indicated here, Stevens
nevertheless marks his own place in the history of thought.
Moreover, the variations of modern subjectivism can be
subtle and involved.

For now let us content ourselves to

see subjectivism as the view that "the truth was not the
respect of one, 1 But of many things."
"formed

1

To protect him in a privacy.

view will become evident.

This habit of truth
"

Stevens's own
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than anything else.

But as the wider structure of this

study indicates, the imagination is only one part of the
three-part process of apprehending the object of experience.
Metaphor is developed out of the first two parts of this
process; the data of both sense and reason are used by the
imagination to create metaphor.
The production of metaphor starts at this point in the
poem:

"Divest reality 1 of its propriety.

Admit the shaft

1 Of that third planet to the table and then. . .

"

Metaphor may not seem to have the propriety of sense and
reason, but like sense and reason it nevertheless provides a
significant component of reality to the object.

For "one of

the significant components of the structure of reality
. is . . . the resemblance between things."

The

imagination performs its operations instantaneously and
coterminously with sense and reason:

the imagination casts

its shaft of illumination "in the twinkling of an eye.

It

colors, increases, brings to a beginning and end, invents
languages" and so on (NA 62).
At this stage of the poem Stevens's experiment of
reason and art produces a great flourish of metaphor.
Stevens offers twelve dazzling metaphors for the pineapple,
each of which complies with the demands of appositeness and
each of which extends or enhances the reality of the
pineapple.

The metaphors in their flourish are "casual

exfoliations."

The metaphors themselves are described by
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means of a metaphor.

The metaphors are said to exfoliate as

sprigs on the top of the pineapple.
enhance.

They highlight, they

They cap off the object as a crown.

As is the nature of metaphor, each metaphor here sets
up illuminating resemblances.

"Poetry is a satisfying of

the desire for resemblance" and metaphor is a poetic
activity (77).

In "the act of satisfying the desire for

resemblance it [poetry] touches the sense of reality, it
enhances the sense of reality, heightens it, intensifies
it.

II

In fact, the imagination "has the strength of reality

or none at all" (7).

Put Together
This is everybody's world.
Here the total artifice reveals itself
As the total reality. Therefore it is
One says even of the odor of this fruit,
That steeps the room, quickly, then not at all,
It is more than the odor of this core of earth
And water.
It is that which is distilled
In the prolific ellipses that we know,
In the planes that tilt hard revelations on
The eye, a geometric glitter, tiltings
As of sections collecting toward the greenest cone.
Stevens uses the triadic structure here again at the
end of the poem to sum up the operations of the self in its
putting together the object.

In the first place are "The

planes that tilt hard revelations on 1 The eye."

This

mention of planes has close affinities with the art of
C~zanne,

as Stevens quotes:
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"I see planes bestriding each other and sometimes
straight lines seem to me to fall" or "Planes in
color. . . . The colored area where shimmer the souls
of the planes, in the blaze of the kindled prism, the
meeting of planes in the sunlight."
(174)
The constant connection of light and color with the planes
are notable.

The planes are said to be "in the sunlight."

The mention in the poem that the planes make their
revelations on the eye is also notable.

Stevens is treating

with greater specificity the operations of the first planet
(the sun, or sense experience) on the object.

The brute

appearance of an object in sense experience is, however, not
yet quite an object.

Sense yields more the disparate bits

that the self tends to partition off and later assigns
status as object.

The brute appearance of the object begins

in the planes of sense experience.

The art of

like the art of Villon in this respect.

C~zanne

is

Stevens records the

following insight while visiting a Villon exhibition.
Stevens's analysis of decreation is here notable:

he moves

from the created to the uncreated, from reality to the
preconditions of reality.
A woman lying in a hammock was transformed into a
complex of planes and tones, radiant, vaporous, exact.
A tea-pot and a cup or two took their place in a
reality composed wholly of things unreal.
(NA 166)
Like Villon's woman lying in a hammock, the scene of the
pineapple also begins in the bits of sense experience, "In
the planes that tilt hard revelations on 1 The eye," that
produce "a geometric glitter."

This is the function of the
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first planet, the sun, as it begins to create the scene of
the pineapple.
The object, we are told, is also "distilled
prolific ellipses that we know."

1

In the

The key here is "that we

know"; the ellipse is the circular approximation that
probably is best used in connection with a natural object
for Stevens; the ellipse, as is the case with the circle, is
the operation of the understanding as it forms the objects
of experience.
The moon as second planet has as its function the
forming of the object as object.

Stevens quotes Braque:

"The senses deform, the mind forms" (161).

The mind forms

the object from the unformed data of sense experience and
assigns to the object as object a certain
locus.

The object is said to be "distilled," that is,

"distilled

1

In the prolific ellipses we know."

These are

the overtones of essentialism that play in the word
"distilled."

Reason in its processes of interpretation--

along with its assignment of locus to the object--also
reduces the object to a point at which it can be said that
the object has an essence.

"Ellipse" serves Stevens

wonderfully here in both of its senses:

as indicated, an

ellipse is that circular approximation that best befits a
natural object for Stevens; but an ellipse or ellipsis is
also an abbreviation.

If the ellipses are the distillation

of the object, then the abbreviations of the ellipse is the
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abbreviation to the point of essence.

The pineapple thus is

not just "something on a table that he sees"; it becomes, if
only at first, "The root of a form."

Later its status as

the essence of the object is understood more fully, as an
ascent "of a climb 1 Up the pineapple."

The ellipses, of

the moon, are thus the result of the forming activity of
reason, and are in this sense, the forms of reason.
Before we see how Stevens puts all this together we
must revisit the object.

The object's similarity to the

subject has already been suggested.

The object, like the

subject, is tripartite with its root, fruit, and
exfoliations.

Prior to the planes of sense experience and

the elliptical interpolations of reason are the "odor of
this fruit."

These are is prior because the text says that

the pineapple is more than this "odor of this core of
earth."

The description is this:

"the odor of this fruit,

I That steeps the room, quickly, then not at all."

The odor

or fragrance of the object steeps the room at one moment,
but is not noticeable at all the next.
be "of this fruit":
subject.

The odor is said to

it is also something present in the

Moreover it is something that permeates the

circumambiency of the poem, as perfectly a part of subject
as it is of object.

It pervades the compass of both.

Besides being described as "of this fruit," the odor is said
to be "of this core of earth 1 And water."

"This core of

earth I And water" seems a deliberate and stunning attempt--
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Stevens already has described the fragrance as originating
in the fruit, but here restates its point of origination--to
make the object, the fruit, in its very make-up, to be like
the subject, the someone,

(let us say) a man, who endlessly

in literature is said to be made out of clay, out of earth
and water.

The object is amazingly similar to the subject.

We have finally come to the stage where Stevens puts
all of the elements together to arrive at the pineapple.
The process is both elegant and powerful.

Consider first

the "prolific ellipses" we know (see Figure 1) .

Then

consider the "planes that tilt hard revelations on

1 The

eye," which produce a "geometric glitter'' (see Figure 2}.
The effect of these being pulled together is that the
perceiving self circles its squares.

In this stage of

putting things together, Stevens circles the square.

And

thus the object is born (see Figure 3}.
The processes of planes and circles coming together are
"tiltings" or "sections collecting" toward a central cone.
One is reminded of

C~zanne's

injunction to Emile Bernard:

"Treat nature by the cylinder, the sphere, the cone,
everything in proper perspective so that each side of an
object or a plane is directed towards a central point"
(Baird 82}.

And for Stevens there is a greenness in this

central point.

The collectings of the planes of sense and

the circles of reason are "toward the greenest cone."
is a life in the center.

There

So "reality is not that external
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scene,'' but rather "the life that is lived in it" (NA 25).
Besides being a product of sense and reason, the object is
just as much a product of the imagination, if not more.
First of all, the imagination brings all the elements
of sense and reason together with its own contributions in
the creation of the object.

For Stevens,

''the best

definition of true imagination is that it is the sum of our
faculties"
cone.

(61).

In the text the imagination creates a

Prior to this were the planes of sense and the

ellipses of reason.

The imagination takes the planes and

ellipses together and creates a cone.

Besides, then,

seeming to be a geometric putting together of plane and
circle or plane and ellipse, the cone best and finally
represents the pineapple.
In the second place the imagination creates the
greenest cone as the vital tangent of the self.

This is a

beginning at understanding the greenness of the cone.

The

imagination brings the object together, displays it in its
fullness, and gives it a life.

And regarding this life, it

will be remembered, that the imagination creates a tangent
of the self, and the object resides in that tangent.

The

imagination confers upon the object the life of the self.
This is the final interchange between subject and object.
"There is the same interchange between these two worlds that
there is between one art and another, migratory passings to
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and fro, quickenings, Promethean liberations and
discoveries" (169}.
Someone has put a pineapple together.
the pineapple.

He has created

Subject has created object in its own image

and lives its life in the object.

The object, however, is

not the only creation of the subject.
putting together, a making, a creation.

The poem also is a
In the same way

that subject has made the object, the poet's "words have
made a world that transcends the world and a life livable in
that transcendence" (130).
the subject's reality.

This lived-in transcendence is

In this reality poem and object

ultimately merge together.

"Poetry," like the object made

by the subject, "is a part of the structure of reality"
(81).

The poem has thus moved from decreation to creation,

has flashed back and forth many times in between, and rests
in the central life of the subject.
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Figure 1
"The Planes and their Revelations on the Eye"
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Figure 2
"The Ellipses we Know"
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Figure 3
"Put Together"

Chapter III

CONCLUSION

As Stevens in this poem has decreated the scene of
subject apprehending object, so this study has attempted to
decreate Stevens's poem.

The decreation of the pineapple

breaks first into subject and object.

Then both subject and

object decreate into a more primary reality.

This primary

reality in Stevens's terminology would be that which makes
reality possible; so we refer here to it as the precondition
of reality.

The preconditions of reality, understood as a

more primary reality, are three, or better, one three-part
primary reality.

Primary reality is a tripartite reality.

The object is tripartite in its root, its fruit, and its
exfoliations.

The subject is tripartite in its sense,

reason, and imagination.

Reason has a three-part history in

which man chooses between reason's three options.

Even

imagination, according to Three Academic Pieces Part I,
makes its creations in three ways (NA 72).

This fundamental

threeness in Stevens is an important discovery.
The central tripartite reality, however, is the self.
All other ternate systems in some way revert back to it.
The self is a single self with the three aspects of sense,
reason, and imagination.

The discovery of the tripartite

self has great significance for an understanding of Stevens.
47
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For example, no commentator, to my knowledge, has ever done
justice to the "thrice concentred self" of "Credences of
Summer":
Three times the concentred self takes hold, three times
The thrice concentred self, having possessed
The object.

(CP 376)

The thrice concentered self of "Credences" is the same thing
as figured by the tripartite planetary system in the present
poem.

And how is this for greater light cast on Stevens:

The three sections of "Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction" refer
to the three parts of the tripartite self.

Each of the

three requirements for a supreme fiction correspond to and
address a part the ternate self:

it must be abstract,

addressing reason; it must change, addressing sense; it must
give pleasure, addressing imagination.
But Stevens leaves us with a tripartite subject and a
tripartite object.

In other words, we are still left with a

form of subject and object.
compellingly similar.
identical structure.

The two, however, are

The two have, first of all, an
Secondly, throughout the poem each

appellation or description of subject could apply as well to
object and each description of object could apply as well to
subject.
Stevens almost always decides in favor of subject,
predominantly explaining object in terms of subject.

The

external world, which has been tentative, is now more
doubtful:

"The world is no longer an extraneous object,
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full of other extraneous objects, but an image" (151).

And,

"Every image is an intervention on the part of the imagemaker" (128).

"Few people realize that they are looking at

the world of their own thoughts and the world of their own
feelings" {66).

The world for Stevens is "a world in which

nothing but the self remains, if that remains" {171).

This

is the primacy of the subject in Stevens.
But what ontological status can be assigned to the
subject?

And as much as Stevens's metaphysical concerns

come through in this poem, he stops short of a metaphysical
commitment.

"We cease to be metaphysicians," he says (58).

He even says, "we do not want to be metaphysicians" (59).
Stevens does not sort out the ontology of the subject.
philosopher proves that the philosopher exists.
merely enjoys existence."
les

id~es"

{56).

"The

The poet

For, "La vie est plus belle que

Stevens therefore contents himself with

charting out "the extent of artifice within" {141).
Metaphysical undeterminedness does not stop the movements of
life or poetry, which for Stevens are the same.
inexorably move on.

Life circulates.

They

Poetry creates.

And

the self pirouettes lightly and with a laden beauty against
a background mottled as a post-impressionistic landscape.

NOTES
1 Abbreviations for Stevens's works are as follows:
CP, The Collected Poems; NA, The Necessary Angel; and OP,
Opus Posthumous.
2 Although any article that considers the poem directly
is rare, an article as recent as David Galef's "Resemblance
and Change in Wallace Stevens's Three Academic Pieces, (of
the literature that takes up the poem it is the most recent
treatment) , does not begin to tap the theoretical richness
of the poem.
3 David Young, and perhaps more well known, Joseph
Riddel, have both done a good job exploring the relationship
between Santayana and Stevens.
Young introduces evidence of the influence as follows:
Stevens' interest in Santayana ... began at
Harvard ... when he was a student and the philosopher was
an attractive and popular young teacher.
It continued
into old age, as recorded in Stevens' moving "To An Old
Philosopher in Rome" .... Stevens owned everything that
Santayana had published, and we may assume him capable
of reading it closely. The results are found
throughout his poetry ... lectures and essays (264).
4 This is Surbaugh's thesis, which she arrives at
through a comparison of Stevens and William Hogarth.
5 The idea of the subject/object distinction in Stevens
is not unique with Miller.
It is a commonplace in the
critical literature. Miller, however, in Poets of Reality,
presents the idea better than anyone else in terms of
Stevens's historical understanding of the distinction and
its significance for Stevens.
But even Miller has problems
beyond the second stage of the development. He melds the
second stage together with what he considers to be the final
view of Stevens, perspectivism. After this melding, he then
attributes ambivalence to Stevens. The problems of this
approach should become plain in the next section of this
study.
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